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“I want to know Sheila’s whereabouts. You were about to find Charlotte. I would like you to find 

Sheila by any means possible,” Alpha Nick said seriously, but Beta Dustin was not happy about it. 

“Alpha, why?” 

Alpha Nick couldn’t put a finger on his reason for wanting to know Sheila’s location so badly, but he 

felt uneasy. with her strange disappearance. 

Fearing that something must have happened to her, there was a sternness in his tone as he couldn’t 

reach Sheila through the phone, not even to check on her. 

She claimed to love Athena so much, and Alpha Nick was wondering if she had a different way of 

contacting Athena. 

Still, he couldn’t lower his pride to ask, as Athena might just read negative meanings into it. “Can 

you just do it without asking for reasons?” There was a slight annoyance in his tone. 

Beta Dustin was not liking this. Just six months and Sheila had already stolen the hearts of the 

warriors because of the bunch she trained. One of them almost even defeated him. 

If Sheila returns, then Beta Dustin might lose his authority. Finding Charlotte was something he 

opted to do for the Alpha by himself, but he had no enthusiasm in searching for Sheila. 

“She’s just an orphan. You are divorced. Forget her and focus on Charlotte,” he advised politely. 

Alpha Nick felt the need to clear the air. It seemed that his request was misunderstood. 

“I haven’t taken my focus from Charlotte, but I feel that Sheila is lying to me,” he revealed. Beta 

Dustin relaxed a little, happy it wasn’t because Alpha Nick was developing any kind of feelings for 

Sheila. 

“She’s just hiding her poverty–stricken self,” he shrugged. He was still standing since he entered the 

office, ast Alpha Nick had hit him with the request before he sat.. 

Somehow, he found Beta Dustin’s description of Sheila offensive and didn’t overlook it. 

“Can you mind your tone? When I met Sheila at the club, she was driving a yellow Ferrari. When I 

met her at the restaurant to discuss the pack matters, she paid the bill without asking for the price. 

The dollar notes she 
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He didn’t know what it was, but the more he thought about it, the greater his conviction that Sheila 

was indeed not what she claimed to be. He couldn’t also say that she was lying. 

As Sheila would term it, it was either he didn’t ask or asked the wrong way. Dealing with his ex–

contract Luna suddenly required a lot of skill and thinking. 

“She might just be trying to get your attention,” Beta Dustin suggested. For as long as he knew, 

there was nothing special about Sheila, except that she made him feel inferior about himself. 

Alpha Nick poured himself a cup of coffee, but touching the cup, it had grown cold. He had it 

prepared on his way back from training with Anita, but who knew that it would turn so cold within a 

short time? 

He felt like he needed coffee but didn’t have the time to have more made by the maids. “I don’t think 

so. She 

already captured the interest of a lot of men. I just wonder why she was so pitiful when I asked her 

for the 

divorce. It doesn’t look as if she needed me in her life.” 

The last part of his statement left a bitter expression on his face. Why did he feel hurt for not being 

needed by Sheila? Funny enough, his wolf was always calm at the mention of Sheila but repulsed at 

the mention or thought of Charlotte. 

There was something going on that he could not understand. 

“Maybe it was because she couldn’t lay hands on the things she wanted,” Beta Dustin said in a 

mocking tone. Charlotte was not smart, so dealing with her was far easier than Sheila. 

Sheila seemed to also be too experienced and knowledgeable than what she claimed to be. As he 

began to put two and two together, he couldn’t help but agree that something was indeed wrong with 

Sheila’s identity. 

“She rejected half of the pack with everything else I wanted to give her. Do you call that failure?” 

Alpha Nick asked, jolting Dustin from his trance. 

“I don’t know what it is, but I hope she doesn’t steal your mind and attention from your mate,” Dustin 

tried to redirect the conversation to escape from the confusion sitting on his mind. 

Alpha Nick pursed his lips, once again feeling like he has been misunderstood. “Nothing or no one 

would ever come between me and Charlotte. I’m just interested in knowing what Sheila has been 

hiding. She seems to be running away from something every time I see her.” 
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The latter part of Alpha Nick’s explanation seemed to have calmed Beta Dustin’s suspicions. It was 

not as if Alpha Nick was falling in love with Sheila. 𝕎wⓦ.𝕟𝓞𝘷e𝔩𝑠𝔥𝗼⒨ⓔ.𝘤ô𝕄
He was just suspicious of her character. Who knew what she was hiding? Perhaps she must have 

married somebody else to save herself from the shame of being married and divorced at such a 

young age. 

Also, it might be because she was ashamed of not being able to win Alpha Nick’s heart after all her 

time spent in the pack as his Luna. 

It was such a shame and a waste of time. “I will find out about her whereabouts to prove to you that 

she is nothing,” Beta Dustin said with great resolve. 

He spent six months in search of Charlotte, but it was just recently he received a call from one of his 

investigators that they had seen a woman who looked like Charlotte. Reaching the location, she was 

indeed the one. 

they 

It was not as if he single–handedly did the job, but since he was entrusted with another one, he had 

no choice. but to fall back on those investigators. 

“And I will go for a run,” Alpha Nick said and rose from his chair. He had come here to get a few 

things done before going to shower, but after this conversation, he suddenly felt like he needed a lot 

of fresh air. 

As Alpha Nick went about his run, he wasn’t far in the woods when he heard the shriek of a female, 

instantly halting in his steps. 

As he neared the sound of the voices, he could hear Charlotte’s voice, “I said you should 

disappear.” 𝕨𝔀𝕨.𝚗𝚘𝕍𝓔 l𝕤𝘩𝕠ⓜ𝓮.ℂo𝔪
He rushed towards the sound of the voice, only to see Anita on the floor, covered in bruises as she 

tried to shield herself from her attacker. 
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